
Thunder – July 26, 2000: More
Painful Than A Shovel To The
Head
Thunder
Date:  July 26, 2000
Location: Wheeling Civic Center, Wheeling, West Virginia
Commentators: Tony Schiavone, Mike Tenay, Mark Madden

The Russo style is back in full force, meaning it’s time for this show to
fall through the floor all over again. We’re coming up on New Blood
Rising and other than the main event, it’s hard to say what kind of
nonsense is going to take place there. These shows are starting to make
less and less sense every week but you have to expect that when a nitwit
is on top. Let’s get to it.

The Cat is standing by his limo when the Jung Dragons attack, this time
with a sledgehammer. Yang smashes the window by mistake and Smooth the
limo driver freaks out. Cat gives him a 3-1 match later tonight.

3 Count vs. Juventud Guerrera/Rey Mysterio

Evan is out with a knee injury but before we get going, Tank wants a
dance contest against Konnan and Disco. It’s just a ruse though and the
fight is on quickly. Shannon gets two on Rey off a springboard cross body
but here are the Jung Dragons to interfere. We settle down to
Juvy…..possibly countering a German suplex. He was supposed to flip over
and land on his feet but didn’t get all the way over, making it unclear
if he got hurt or not.

Rey springboards in with a clothesline for two as Tony talks about Latino
style being very hot in popular music. Shannon drops Rey with a sleeper
drop for two but the Animals come back with something like What’s Up,
only with a legdrop instead of a headbutt. Everything breaks down and a
Samoan drop/neckbreaker combination gets two on Rey, only to have Shannon
take the Juvy Driver and 450 for the pin.
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Rating: C+. So we have these two fun teams but we’re getting people like
the Perfect Event in the title match. The Animals may be incredibly
annoying but at the same time they can still go this well in the ring. On
top of that, why are none of these guys going after the Cruiserweight
Title? Why are we stuck with the nonsense we’ve had to see for all these
months? We’ll go with “because WCW” and move on.

Here’s Booker T. with something to say. He doesn’t like Goldberg but
after Monday he has to respect him. However, Goldberg needs to save the
trauma (yes trauma) for his mama. These are his people here and he’ll die
in this ring to defend his title. Cue Jeff Jarrett to say he wants a
lights out, unsanctioned match against Booker tonight with the title NOT
on the line to protect Cat’s pay per view main event. The fight is on and
Tony says there’s no holding them back as security holds them back. So we
have Goldberg, Scott Steiner and even Kevin Nash waiting to challenge
Booker but we’re getting Jeff Jarrett? Really?

Post break Cat makes the match but threatens to beat up Booker and
Jarrett if they don’t calm down.

Miss Hancock wants to arm wrestle Major Gunns tonight.

The Artist vs. Skip Over

That would be Elix Skipper and for reasons I’ve never been able to
explain, I’ve always been a big fan. Artist superkicks him at the bell as
Tenay calls Skip part of the new blood (not the New Blood of course).
Over spin kicks Artist in the face and hits a nice looking missile
dropkick. Artist grabs a northern lights suplex for two of his own,
followed by an Angle Slam.

Since this is a meaningless match against a rookie, Artist needs a chair.
Skip baseball slides it into his face but Artist pops right back up.
Paisley tries to hand him the chair but Kwee Wee comes out to lure her
away. So much for that idea. Back in the ring, the chair has disappeared
and Over takes Artist down with a springboard spinwheel kick. The
Overdrive (That ridiculous spinning Fameasser thing. I’m still not sure
how that’s supposed to be a finishing move.) gives Over the upset.



Rating: D+. Fun little match here but as usual it’s bogged down by all
the other stuff going on at the same time. The Paisley/Kwee Wee stuff
needs to go somewhere already. Not that it’s been a long, drawn out story
but more along the lines of the faster that happens, the faster we can
get Artist off TV.

MIA is in the back and Gene looks at Major Gunns’ chest. See it’s funny
because he’s old.

Judy Bagwell drags Buff Bagwell away by the ear so they can go find the
Cat. I guess this is supposed to be funny too.

M.I. Smooth vs. Jung Dragons

As usual, Mark keeps saying “last night” to refer to Monday, as in two
days earlier. During the entrances, Tony says Goldberg can’t make his
scheduled appearance. Instead: Lance Storm and Mike Awesome. Oh I’m sure
the fans are going to be thrilled. Like all three of them who show up.
Smooth is in a shirt and tie and the Dragons stomp him down for three
straight near falls. Jamie and Kaz are sent to the floor, leaving Smooth
to powerslam and full nelson bomb Jamie for the pin.

So let’s stop for a second here and look at what we’re supposed to just
accept here: Smooth, a non-wrestler (yes I know he was Ice Train but
that’s never mentioned here) just happened to debut here, wore street
clothes, had theme music, knew wrestling moves, and beat a team in a
featured pay per view match completely clean in under two minutes.

We’re supposed to just go with this and then pay to see the Dragons, who
are more guys who should be in the Cruiserweight Title hunt, at New Blood
Rising. You can blame a lot of things for WCW going under, but this is
the kind of thing that really should be near the top of the list. These
things happened WAY too often around here and the fans are just supposed
to go with them. At some point the fans are going to get tired of having
their intelligence insulted and watch something else. WCW reached that
point a long time ago and it’s a big reason why they’re not around today.

The Bagwells come into Cat’s office and Judy says she can be the solution
to the ratings problem. Cat gives her the match she wants, whatever that



is. Another reason this company is a mess right now: middle aged women
coming in off the street and talking about ratings like they’re something
people discuss in casual conversation. I write about wrestling for a
living and I barely discuss ratings with my wrestling friends, let alone
some random person I strike up a chat with at Wal-Mart. As usual, Russo
and Ferrara or whoever is writing this show has no idea how normal people
talk in real life and it sounds really awkward.

It’s time for arm wrestling and I’ll let you fill in most of the details
here. Hancock is in a red shirt here and takes off the jacket for a
change. David Flair is guest referee for the sake of comedy and makes
sure to cheat to help Hancock win. Gunns freaks out so Hancock sprays
hairspray in her face. There goes Gunns’ top but the Wall, now in MIA
gear, comes out to chokeslam Flair. He talks to the blind Gunns and says
“it’s me, it’s me” (that D-O-Double G?) to calm her down.

Kanyon says he needs to find a Kimberly. Judy is feeling the BANG tonight
though.

The MIA rename the Wall as A-Wall (that’s actually kind of clever) and
shave his head.

Muta and Vampiro have beaten down Kronik.

Great Muta/Vampiro vs. Sean O’Haire/Mark Jindrak

This is the result of Muta and Vampiro issuing an open challenge. O’Haire
starts with Muta and takes him down with a dropkick off those long legs
of his. Vampiro and Jindrak fight on the floor before coming in, which I
guess counts as a double tag in this match. Jindrak kicks him in the face
and brings Sean back in for a clothesline.

It’s already back to Jindrak so Muta comes in and kicks him a few times
before officially coming in off the tag. The refereeing sucks around
here. The heels pound away on Jindrak for a bit until he snaps off a
powerslam and tags in Sean to clean house. Muta will have none of that
and snaps off a dragon screw legwhip before twisting on the knee to make
Sean tap. Too short to rate but it was energetic while it lasted.



Post match Demon comes out to help with the beatdown but Kronik makes the
save and hurts people.

Judy puts Buff in a room and tells him to stay there. What in the world
did Buff do to deserve this story?

Big Vito wants a rematch with Lance Storm.

Judy Bagwell vs. Kanyon

After Judy comes out to Buff’s pyro and Madden reminds us that she used
to be a World Tag Team Champion (gah), Kanyon says he’s Diamond Cut her
already. Tonight though, it’s going to be the Kanyon Cutter so Judy needs
to leave before this gets bad. The match starts and it’s a bunch of
shoving and slapping until Kanyon grabs her for the Kanyon Cutter. This
brings out Buff, who is told to stay in the aisle or his mom gets hurt.
Kanyon wants a match at New Blood Rising and if Judy wins, she’s Kanyon’s
Kimberly. Buff agrees and the camera cuts away as Kanyon lays her out
(thanks to TBS).

Shane Douglas and Torrie Wilson talk about the G-rated tape from Monday.

Kidman has another tape.

Kanyon is driving away, gets out and Kanyon Cuts a guard, then leaves.
Funniest thing on the show by about a mile so far.

Here are Torrie and Shane with Torrie being annoyed at Kidman for what he
did on Monday. Torrie: “Do you know what kind of a position you put me
in?” Shane says play the new tape and it’s the two of them sitting on a
bed. Shane apologizes over and over again for “performance issues” and
they storm out of the ring.

Storm says he’ll give Vito a Hardcore Title match with no weapons
allowed.

Shane leaves to get some air when Kidman comes up to laugh at Torrie.
This is of course stupid and Shane beats Kidman down.

Hardcore Title: Lance Storm vs. Big Vito



Vito is challenging and jumps Storm during O Canada, sending Madden into
hysterics again. The usual low level offense sends Storm outside and it’s
a superkick and kind of fall away slam for two on the champ. A good
looking top rope elbow gets two for Vito and the referee gets bumped,
allowing Storm to hit Vito with a chair for two. Vito comes right back
with a German suplex and clothesline but Storm calmly grabs the Maple
Leaf for the submission to retain. Again too short to rate but Vito comes
off as a guy who tries when he’s out there.

Awesome runs in and lays out Storm.

Just like last week with Nash, here’s a sitdown interview with Goldberg.
First up is Hall blaming Goldberg for Scott Hall being gone but Goldberg
really doesn’t care what Nash says. The Outsiders wanted Goldberg on
their side because they knew he was going to be a big deal. Nash has no
appreciation for the fans but Goldberg does everything he does for the
fans. As a heel remember. Hudson: “For the last few months you’ve played
the heel for World Championship Wrestling.” Goldberg says he hasn’t been
comfortable with it because that’s not who he is.

Someone thought turning him heel was a good idea that might help the
ratings but it’s totally against what Goldberg is. With his eyes bugging
out but in the same voice, Goldberg wants to refute what Nash said last
week. The last thing he thought he was going to do was be a wrestler
because he wanted to be a pro football player. Now he has a chance to
give back to the fans. He can shake a sick kid’s hand and give them a
smile which is worth more than anything else he could get. Goldberg:
“Nash is right. I don’t love this sport.”

Hudson calls the work with the kids paying his dues. Goldberg says Nash
has “paid his dues” for fifteen years and he won’t ever be in the spot
Goldberg reached in three years. Amen brother. Goldberg brings up Nash
breaking the Streak two weeks after Nash got on the booking committee.
Hudson brings up the three way at New Blood Rising and Goldberg says his
immediate goal is to make Nash suffer for all the damage Nash has done to
his career.

What Goldberg is doing right now is taking one for the team instead of



what he wants to be doing. When a promoter is looking at a card, he
doesn’t care about paying dues because it’s all about who is going to
draw the most money. All it means is that he’s the right character and
the right person to see this through. Hall and Nash didn’t pop the
business like he and Hogan did. Hogan, Flair and Arn Anderson made this
business what it is today. I love Arn but that’s more of a stretch than I
can handle.

The only way Nash is winning in Vancouver is to put himself back on that
booking committee because Goldberg is going to kill him. Nash saying he
doesn’t care what the bookers say sounds like a challenge because Nash
can’t run away on those old knees of his. Goldberg recommends ice and
Advil because Nash is going to need them. That wraps things up with no
mention of Booker T. and Monday’s match whatsoever.

…….WOW. Just like last week, this would have been one heck of a shoot
interview. If this had been from RF Video or something like that, it
would be really entertaining to listen to. The problem is THIS IS A MAJOR
WRESTLING SHOW. Think back with me to CM Punk’s Pipe Bomb. Punk ranted
about how Cena was just an act and how he was being held back, but it was
all building to a wrestling match, not some scripted deal where they may
or may not do what the bookers (more on that in a second) told them to
do.

This brings us to the big problem that was there last week: how many fans
knew what was going on? Serious question: how many fans watching this
heard the word “booker” and thought they were talking about Booker T.? I
know it sounds stupid today but is it really that much of a stretch?

This is more of Russo trying to make himself sound smart and thinking
that EVERYONE is on Meltzer’s mailing list in July 2000 because he reads
that stuff every five minutes. This probably went over the heads of 98%
of fans and it’s really annoying to sit through these ten minute
interviews to set up a match that is going to suck because Nash is
involved and can barely do anything. But hey, they’re WORKING US and
that’s what matters, even if no one but them cares.

Madden: “So no matter what the creative committee tells Nash, Goldberg



and Steiner, they’re just going to do what they want?” Oh screw off WCW.
Good grief man. Like I said: Punk vs. Cena came together in a wrestling
match, not some thing where they were going off script. Mainly because
THEY NEVER SAID THEY HAD A SCRIPT because that’s the stupidest thing you
can do in a wrestling promotion.

Booker T. vs. Jeff Jarrett

Non-title and anything goes. Jeff has a Sting style trench coat on for no
logical reason. Cat is on commentary and says he’s not Commissioner at
this point, though he insists Madden call him Commissioner. This is
billed as a Bunkhouse Brawl because we’re all cowboys who love to ride
horses. They brawl into the crowd to start with Booker in control until
Jeff hits him in the head with a shovel. Tony tries to call it but Cat
cuts him off to announce Sting vs. Booker T. for the title on Monday.

Amazingly enough Booker isn’t dead after BEING HIT IN THE HEAD WITH A
SHOVEL so Jeff puts him in a wheelbarrow and rams him into the barricade.
Back in and Booker chokes with a bullrope but Jeff hits him in the face
with….something made of metal. A middle rope guitar shot misses (Tony:
“This pales in comparison to being hit in the head with a shovel.” I
actually stopped the video and shouted “WHAT???” at the screen when Tony
said that. Ignoring that it’s a breakaway guitar, METAL IS A LOT HARDER
THAN WOOD YOU STUPID STUPID MAN!) but Jeff starts choking with the
bullrope.

Cat stays on his ratings kick as Jeff chokes Booker with a rope for two
arm drops. Booker fights up and hits the spinning forearm as Tony admits
that Booker is a superhero. The ax kick and a Spinarooni connect but Jeff
guitars the bad knee and puts on the Figure Four with Booker hanging over
the apron. Booker passes out from the pain. Well in theory at least as he
was still conscious and didn’t say he gave up but the referee stopped it
anyway.

Rating: D. It’s not often in my life as a fan that I’m disgusted by how
stupid something is but that’s what happened here. This was giving away
what wasn’t going to be an interesting main event in the first place and
having them use a bunch of weapons before we get the boring version in a



few weeks. Oh and make sure the champion loses because that’s going to
draw interest in the rematch.

I looked at Jeff after the match and my goodness the level of not caring
went through the roof. He’s just so uninteresting in this role and
unfortunately we’re stuck because Russo, the undisputed king of insanity
and over the top booking, thinks the most generic heel in forever is
worth pushing on top.

Overall Rating: F. Let me make this clear: there was good stuff on this
show. The opener was fun and some of the Kanyon stuff was amusing. If you
take those parts on their own, you would have had a pretty entertaining
show and WCW would have come off looking a lot stronger than they did
coming into this week. However, there was a lot of other stuff this week
too.

I know I often talk about WCW acting like its fans are stupid. However,
in this case, it felt worse than ever. This actually felt like they
wanted me to be angry at them and walk off, never to watch again. Between
the Goldberg shoot, a shovel to the head not putting someone down for
more than twenty seconds, Kanyon suddenly wanting Judy Bagwell as his
valet, everyone (and their mother in this case) talking about ratings and
a man having performance issues, I felt like I was watching the kind of
show that non-wrestling fans pretend all wrestling is to make fun of it.

That’s what Thunder and WCW as a whole have become: juvenile, unfunny
people making fun of wrestling because they want to laugh instead of
trying to take this seriously. This felt like a parody of a wrestling
promotion but it still wasn’t funny. What is there on here that makes me
want to come back? I’m not seeing it anywhere and I really don’t want to
see where things go from here.

It’s not funny anymore and I don’t know why people would think it’s going
to get any better from here on out. More than anything else, that makes
me sad, because it feels like the people in charge are glad it’s going
under because it makes them feel better about whatever is going on in
their lives. This really is a case of people treating this place like a
playground and not caring at all what happens to anyone as long as they



get a good laugh at our expense. Enjoy what you’re getting WCW, because
this is all on you.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of the History of Wrestlemania at Amazon for just $3.99
at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0188BJRGU

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

Monday  Nitro  –  October  5,
1998: From Stupid To Crazy
Monday  Nitro #157
Date: October 5, 1998
Location: Carolina Coliseum, Charleston, South Carolina
Attendance: 8,782
Commentators: Larry Zbyszko, Bobby Heenan, Tony Schiavone, Mike Tenay

We’re very slowly making our way towards Halloween Havoc and the stories
are already dragging. Thunder was actually a nice break from the Hogan
vs. Warrior stuff as Goldberg and Page got the spotlight. We’re also in
Horsemen country tonight meaning an appearance from Flair and the boys is
a solid possibility. Let’s get to it.

We open with a recap of Hart turning on Sting and revealing his
allegiance to Hogan, shocking very few people.
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Nitro Girls in pink.

Halloween Havoc promo.

Tony wants to know about the maniacal laugh. I have a very bad feeling
about where this is going.

Bret vs. Sting for the US Title tonight.

We look at Piper telling Bret Hart to be a man a few months back as the
fans want Flair.

We look back at Bret saving Sting from a whipping by Hogan back in
August.

WCW Mastercard ad. Those looked awesome when I was ten and didn’t quite
know what they were.

Normal opening about ten minutes into the show, complete with hearing
Penzer counting the crowd down to cheer.

Lizmark Jr. vs. Saturn

Saturn grabs a hammerlock to start before pounding away in the corner
with kicks to the head. A superkick drops Lizmark but he comes back with
a hot shot and chops in the corner. Saturn clotheslines him down and hits
a nice falcon’s arrow followed by the Death Valley Driver for the pin.
Not much to see here.

Videos on the main events at the PPV.

Nitro Girls in black.



Kaz Hayashi vs. The Cat

Miller does the five seconds thing and calls Hayashi Jackie Chan like the
jerk that he is. Tenay lists off Miller’s athletic background including
some time in the NFL. Hayashi tries to come back but a stiff kick to the
head drops him again. We get an old school stomach claw as the fans
aren’t thrilled with this one. Hayashi throws him down and goes up top,
only to jump into a side kick. A big kick to the chest is enough to give
Miller the pin.

Post match Miller grabs a mic and runs his mouth as Sonny Onoo comes in
wearing a purple suit. Sonny offers his services and Miller seems to
accept but it’s not clear. Hayashi, a former client of Onoo, isn’t
thrilled.

A bunch of eight year olds win the Nitro Party contest this week.

Another Page vs. Goldberg video.

Jerry Flynn vs. Juventud Guerrera

Disco Inferno takes Tenay’s place on commentary and we stay on them for a
few moments. Flynn pounds away to start as Disco complains about Juvy
messing with his weight. Juvy slides through Flynn’s legs but gets kicked
in the face to put him right back down. Guerrera finally gets in some
offense with a springboard missile dropkick followed by some chops in the
corner. A sitout bulldog ala Rey Mysterio gets two on Jerry and Juvy
sends him outside for a big dive. Back in and a quick Juvy Driver gets
the pin.

Rating: D+. Why did Juvy get that much offense in this one? It was
looking bad for Juvy to start but at least he got the clean win at the
end. Disco vs. Juvy in a non-title feud could be interesting, especially
if Disco gets to show off some comedy skills by trying to make weight.



I’m not sure why Guerrera didn’t win with the 450 here but it was a nice
change of pace.

Third Page vs. Goldberg video.

Tenay asks some fans who will win the title match. The people are split.

Heenan joins commentary while Tenay is taking a phone call. The
announcers talk about how great Hogan vs. Warrior will be.

Long Hogan vs. Warrior video.

Villano V vs. Wrath

Wrath throws him into the corner and slams him down with ease. Villano is
tossed outside and sent into the steps before a slingshot back elbow to
the jaw drops him again. The Meltdown is enough for the fast pin. Wrath
looked like a monster here.

We get our third video on Hogan vs. Warrior as the night of the video
packages continues.

Tenay asks more fans about the World Title match and again it’s split.

A Hummer limo arrives in the back with the Wolfpack. They appear to be
hunting for someone as they walk through the back. Konnan is holding a
broom and head into the wrestlers’ dressing room. They run behind a wall
and a brawl can be heard. The camera shows that it’s against the Black
and White until security pulls them apart after a few minutes. They break
away from security and the brawl continues until Sting goes into another
room and finds Bret Hart. Cops finally come in and break the two of them
up.



Back from a break with the Wolfpack walking outside and finding a
forklift to flip over the Black and White limousine. Nash and Luger bash
it with hammers and Sting slashes the tires for good measure. Cool
segment actually.

Hour #2 begins. It’s nice to see the first hour end with something
interesting for a change.

Hector Garza vs. Damien

Hector pounds away in the corner to start and takes Damien down with a
hiptoss. A tilt-a-whirl backbreaker drops Damien again but here’s Eddie
Guerrero maybe a minute into the match. The referee calls for the bell
before Eddie does anything.

Eddie wants to talk about what Eric Bischoff has ever done for either of
them. Damien and Hector can’t answer and that’s Eddie’s point: they’re
just wrestling each other week in and week out without ever getting
anywhere. Why can’t they ever climb the ladder of success? They can’t
even afford their own rental car or hotel room because the NWO is taking
all of the money. Eddie says La Raza has to unite as the LWO and he has
shirts for everybody. Both guys accept them and leave with Guerrero.

Mike Tenay is in the back with the Wolfpack. Nash says Hall isn’t here
but he’s going to go from bar to bar until he finds him. Cameras are
going with them.

Another video on Sting vs. Hart.

David Flair is in the front row and acknowledged by the announcers.

Nitro Girls in white.

Cruiserweight Title: Juventud Guerrera vs. Kidman



Kidman is defending. Psychosis works on the arm to start and wraps it
around the top rope, only to get taken down by a hiptoss. A quick
northern lights suplex gets two for the champion and Psychosis is sent
outside for a nice plancha from the champ. Back in and Psychosis busts
out a gordbuster of all things for a delayed two count. A top rope
spinwheel kick to the back of Kidman’s head (called a body attack by
Tony) puts the champ down again but Psychosis takes forever to cover a
second time.

We hit the chinlock on the champion but Kidman is quickly up with a
dropkick. That’s the extent of his offense at the moment though as
Psychosis hiptosses him out to the floor and follows up with a nice
plancha. Billy gets sent into the steps and dropkicked down again as this
has been one sided for awhile now. Back in and Kidman scores with a hard
clothesline for two but walks into a suplex for the same for Psychosis.

Back to the chinlock from the masked man before he just stomps the heck
out of Kidman. The third chinlock doesn’t last as long as Psychosis tries
a powerbomb, only to be countered into a faceplant for two. A standing
hurricanrana gets two on Kidman and a tilt-a-whirl slam gets the same.
Kidman comes right back with a sitout spinebuster for two but walks into
a moonsault press off the top. Psychosis puts the champ on top for a
hurricanrana but Kidman shoves him off and drops the Shooting Star on
Psychosis’ face to retain.

Rating: C+. Nice match here but the ending was looked nasty. Kidman’s
knees landed on Psychosis’ face so it’s lucky that Psychosis is even
getting up. It’s nice to see a match get some time tonight instead of
having them all fly by like the earlier matches have. Kidman is getting
better and better every week.

Warrior talks about the Wrestlemania VI main event and rambles about
power. The point is he beat Hogan before and can do it again.

Scott Steiner takes credit for the Steiner Brothers’ success.



Tenay is chasing the Wolfpack limo as they hunt Scott Hall.

Here are Buff Bagwell and Scott Steiner to the ring when it’s supposed to
be Rick Steiner vs. Brian Adams. Scott promises to prove how great he is
at Halloween Havoc and Buff starts to bark. This brings out Rick who
reminds Bagwell that this is the building where he hurt his neck. Buff
might want to make a joke about it, but Rick has someone who takes this
seriously: Buff’s MOM, Judy Bagwell.

She gets on the apron and rips Buff apart, talking about sitting with him
in the hospital and reading the fans’ letters. Buff says he made a
decision and that she and his dad couldn’t eat without his support. Judy
slaps Buff in the face so Scott gets in her face. Rick takes out Scott
and Judy drags Buff out by the ear. This was so hilariously stupid that
it was awesome.

Back from a break and we get a clip of Scott and Brian Adams double
teaming Rick.

Rick Steiner vs. Brian Adams

This is joined in progress with Rick in big trouble. JJ comes out and
ejects Scott as Brian hooks a chinlock. Adams walks around for awhile
before getting two off a piledriver. Slow choking ensues and a
backbreaker gets two for Adams. Rick comes back with a powerslam and
Steiner Line but walks into a boot. Luckily for him it’s to the head,
meaning Steiner can easily come back with a DDT and the top rope bulldog
for the pin.

Rating: D. Slow match here though the high impact spots weren’t bad. Rick
going through the Black and White on the way to his showdown with Scott
is fine for an idea, but they need to actually have a complete match at
some point. Adams was good in this role but he shouldn’t go much higher.



Hour #3 begins.

Tenay and the Wolfpack go into a bar to look for Scott. No luck so the
search continues.

Time for Hogan and Bischoff who we somehow haven’t seen so far. Bischoff
brags about Hogan’s physique. Hogan talks about how the Warrior has been
looking for him but it’s clear that Warrior is terrified. Warrior can
come out here right now if he wants a fight but no one appears. Hogan
runs his mouth even more before they leave.

Video on the Horsemen.

Nitro Girls in black.

Kanyon vs. Diamond Dallas Page

Page gets a very quick two off a rollup before shoving Kanyon across the
ring. A belly to belly suplex gets another near fall and a forearm puts
Kanyond outside. Cue Lodi with signs begging Raven to reform the Flock
but he gets a dive from Page instead. The distraction lets Raven come in
with a Diamond Cutter to Page for two. Page fights up and throws Kanyon
into the corner for some rights and lefts but walks into a Fameasser for
two.

We hit the chinlock on Page before he comes back with a sunset flip. A
clothesline drops Kanyon but Page can’t follow up. Page hammers away and
gets two more off the Pancake but a Raven distraction lets Kanyon grab a
rollup for a near fall. Page calls for the Cutter but Lodi and Raven run
in for the DQ.

Rating: C. Better match that I was expecting given the first few seconds.
I was worried they were going to squash Kanyon but he got to look good at
the end. I’m not sure why they didn’t let Page get a pin but it’ snot the



worst result in the world. The Goldberg vs. Page match should be awesome.

Page gets double teamed post match but Goldberg makes the save.

Hall isn’t at the second bar either.

Lenny Lane vs. Disciple

Lane dances around like Warrior to start and gets his head knocked off as
a result. Lenny tries snapmares and some kicks but Disciple no sells
everything, clotheslines him down and wins with the Apocalypse.

Disciple says he’s done carrying Hogan’s bags because he’s his own man
now. Hogan and Bischoff come out but Disciple storms past them. The two
of them head into the back and the storyline takes a sharp turn into a
nose dive. Hogan stands in front of a mirror and says everything is
falling apart. He looks up and sees Warrior standing behind him but
there’s no one behind him. Hogan sees Warrior in the mirror again (we can
see him too) and begs him to come to a truce. Bischoff can’t see the
Warrior and asks Hogan what he’s talking about. Hogan ignores Bischoff
and keeps talking to Warrior until Bischoff tells the cameraman to get
out of here.

So yeah, apparently Bischoff is the crazy one as only he couldn’t see
Warrior. I could live with the storyline being stupid and only existing
to stroke Hogan’s ego. The segments were really stupid to start with the
smoke and everything, but you could REALLY stretch and say Warrior was
attacking them under the cover of the smoke. They had toned it down in
the last few weeks and just used regular (as regular as Warrior can get)
promos to build the match but this takes it to a level where it’s stupid
and bordering on insulting rather that just eye rolling. Why do I have a
feeling it’s only going to get worse too?

Tenay follows the Wolfpac to a bar that looks a lot nicer on the inside



than on the outside. Hall is inside and Nash goes right after him. Nash
sends Hall into the mens’ room. The Wolfpack follows him in a few moments
later and invite the camera in. Hall is out cold just like you would
expect him to be.

Here’s a distressed looking Bischoff with something to say. He assures us
that Hogan is just fine but has a story to tell us about a man named
Flair. Bischoff makes fun of country fans that go to Waffle Houses,
drawing a huge WE WANT FLAIR chant. Flair isn’t here tonight and Bischoff
has made sure of that because Ric is a coward. This brings out Double A
who says this is a Horseman job. He’s officially in charge of head games,
so let’s just bring out the champ right now.

This brings out Reid Flair in a singlet with a medal around his neck.
Eric is annoyed and says there are Flairs everywhere. Reid:
“Meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeean WOO! Gene!” He’s here to handle his father’s light
work and steps up to Bischoff before easily taking him down twice in a
row. Bischoff goes after him but Arn gives him a look to scare Eric off.
Reid holds up the four fingers and Bischoff doesn’t know what to do.

Back from a break with Bischoff alone in the ring, ranting about wanting
Ric Flair out here right now. Liz comes to the ring with a phone and is
told to call Ric right now. Someone answers but it’s Ric’s wife Beth who
yells at Eric until Ric’s music comes on. He hits the ring and takes off
the jacket but here’s the Black and White. Benoit, Malenko, Mongo,
Anderson and Reid hit the ring to protect Ric and the NWO bails. David
Flair gets in the ring as well to complete the showdown. Awesome segment
as the Flair vs. Bischoff showdown is another week closer.

US Title: Sting vs. Bret Hart

Pay per view? What’s that? The challenger Sting is alone here as the
Wolfpack is still gone from chasing Hall. Bret comes down the aisle but
turns around and heads back through the entrance. Sting gives chase and
the fight is on in the back. No match of course. Sting sends him into a



steel door and then hits him with a dry erase board. Bret gets his jacket
off and they head to the cafeteria area where thankfully there isn’t any
food left.

Hart takes over with some right hands and suplexes him through a table to
put Sting down. He goes after the leg and ankle with a chair and pounds
away with fists until Sting throws him down. Sting limps after him and
crotches Bret against the side of a door. Bret gets away and tries to
commandeer a golf card but there’s no key. Sting chokes him with a pole
and puts on a Scorpion. Bret: “CHEATER!” Security breaks it up to end the
show.

Overall Rating: C+. This was a very angle heavy show and they worked for
the most part. That being said, the Hogan mirror stuff is just so stupid
and sticks out like a sore thumb. The NWO stuff still doesn’t have an end
game but at least they’re building up to a card of matches at Halloween
Havoc. There are still a lot of problems plaguing the show though.

As has been the problem since he first turned, we really don’t know why
Bret turned in the first place or why he turned again last week. The
closest we’ve gotten is he respects Hogan and wants to support him but
it’s still a problem in the whole story. We know they’re feuding, but
there’s really no backstory other than one guy turned on the other after
being together for no apparent reason. It’s not confusing and you can
figure it out well enough now, but it was a confusing few months leading
up without an actual reason for any of it happening.

The wrestling wasn’t the focus here and that’s fine. Kidman vs. Psychosis
was a decent enough match but it was just there to have a longer match.
This show still needs to be back at two hours as there’s too much
meaningless filler. There was only one really bad part tonight and the
pure awesomeness of Judy Bagwell brings this one home.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of on the History of Summerslam at Amazon for just $3.99



at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
under $4 at:


